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Environmental Engineering Textbooks
This comprehensive textbook highlights the fundamental concepts and design
principles related to water and wastewater engineering. Problems and issues arising
from the lack of sustainable conventional treatment practices and potential methods for
resolving problems are discussed in detail. The book starts with an introduction to water
resources and the need for water and wastewater treatment, followed by evaluation of
water demand in terms of quantity and quality. Mass transfer and transformation
processes that are necessary for understanding the complexity of water pollution issues
and treatment processes are discussed in detail. Pedagogical features include learning
objectives, chapter-wise study outlines, detailed solutions to important problems and
self-evaluation exercises with answers. Case studies for specific water treatment
requirements are provided to enable the students to choose and apply only relevant
treatment processes in their design.
The third edition of this best-selling textbook combines thorough coverage of
fundamental theory with a wide ranging treatment of contemporary applications. The
chapters on sediment transport, river engineering, wave theory and coastal engineering
have been extensively updated, and there is a new chapter on computational
modelling. The authors illustrate applications of computer and physical simulation
techniques in modern design. The book is an invaluable resource for students and
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practitioners of civil, environmental, and public health engineering and associated
disciplines. It is comprehensive, fully illustrated and contains many worked examples,
taking a holistic view of the water cycles, many aspects of which are critical for future
sustainable development.
A comprehensive guide for both fundamentals and real-world applications of
environmental engineering Written by noted experts, Handbook of Environmental
Engineering offers a comprehensive guide to environmental engineers who desire to
contribute to mitigating problems, such as flooding, caused by extreme weather events,
protecting populations in coastal areas threatened by rising sea levels, reducing
illnesses caused by polluted air, soil, and water from improperly regulated industrial and
transportation activities, promoting the safety of the food supply. Contributors not only
cover such timely environmental topics related to soils, water, and air, minimizing
pollution created by industrial plants and processes, and managing wastewater,
hazardous, solid, and other industrial wastes, but also treat such vital topics as porous
pavement design, aerosol measurements, noise pollution control, and industrial waste
auditing. This important handbook: Enables environmental engineers to treat problems
in systematic ways Discusses climate issues in ways useful for environmental
engineers Covers up-to-date measurement techniques important in environmental
engineering Reviews current developments in environmental law for environmental
engineers Includes information on water quality and wastewater engineering Informs
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environmental engineers about methods of dealing with industrial and municipal waste,
including hazardous waste Designed for use by practitioners, students, and
researchers, Handbook of Environmental Engineering contains the most recent
information to enable a clear understanding of major environmental issues.
This book on Basics of Environmental Science and Engineering will provide complete
overview of the status and role of various resources on environment, environmental
awareness and protection. The book has simple approach on various factors for
undergraduate and post graduate level. This book will be useful for engineering as well
as science graduates also. All efforts have been made to cover the present topics on
environmental issues with adequate and relevant examples.
Develop a better understanding of what causes environmental problems and how to
solve them! Today, engineers and scientists must work on more complex environmental
problems than ever before. To find solutions to these problems requires an in-depth
knowledge of the fundamentals of chemistry, biology, and physical processes. This text
will provide you with a clear explanation of these fundamentals that are necessary for
solving both small town and global environmental problems. With Fundamentals of
Environmental Engineering, you'll develop a better understanding of the key concepts
required for design, operation, analysis, and modeling of both natural and engineered
systems. You'll also be able to make connections among the different specialty areas of
environmental engineering emphasized throughout the text. And you'll quickly learn
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how to solve complex environmental problems and incorporate environmental concerns
into your specialty. Key Features * Covers the fundamentals of chemical, physical, and
biological processes, and various units of concentration as applied to environmental
engineering. * Includes applications related to drinking water and wastewater treatment,
air quality engineering and science, groundwater transport and remediation, surface
water quality, hazardous solid waste management, and ecosystems. * Developed by a
team of authors who specialize in a diverse set of environmental areas.
In this complete handbook for international engineering service projects, James
Mihelcic and his coauthors provide the tools necessary to implement the right
technology in developing regions around the world.
Introduction to Infrastructure: An Introduction to Civil and Environmental Engineering
breaks new ground in preparing civil and environmental engineers to meet the
challenges of the 21st century. The authors use the infrastructure that is all around us
to introduce students to civil and environmental engineering, demonstrating how all the
parts of civil and environmental engineering are interrelated to help students see the
"big picture" in the first or second year of the curriculum. Students learn not only the
what of the infrastructure, but also the how and the why of the infrastructure. Readers
learn the infrastructure is a system of interrelated physical components, and how those
components affect, and are affected by, society, politics, economics, and the
environment. Studying infrastructure allows educators and students to develop a
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valuable link between fundamental knowledge and the ability to apply that knowledge,
so students may translate their knowledge to new contexts. The authors'
implementation of modern learning pedagogy (learning objectives, concrete examples
and cases, and hundreds of photos and illustrations), and chapters that map well to the
ABET accreditation requirements AND the ASCE Civil Engineering Body of Knowledge
2nd edition (with recommendations for using this text in a 1, 2, or 3 hour course) make
this text a key part of any civil and/or environmental engineering curriculum.
The focus of this book is the chemistry of environmental engineering and its
applications, with a special emphasis on the use of polymers in this field. It explores the
creation and use of polymers with special properties such as viscoelasticity and
interpenetrating networks; examples of which include the creation of polymer-modified
asphalt as well as polymers with bacterial adhesion properties. The text contains the
issues of polymerization methods, recycling methods, wastewater treatment, types of
contaminants, such as microplastics, organic dyes, and pharmaceutical residues. After
a detailed overview of polymers in Chapter 1, their special properties are discussed in
the following chapter. Among the topics is the importance of polymers to water
purification procedures, since their use in the formation of reverse osmosis membranes
do not show biofouling. Chapter 3 details special processing methods, such as atom
transfer radical polymerization, enzymatic polymerization, plasma treatment, and
several other methods, can be used to meet the urgent demands of industrial
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applications. Chapter 4 addresses the important environmental issue of recycling
methods as they relate to several types of materials such as PET bottles, tire rubbers,
asphalt compositions, and other engineering resins. And wastewater treatment is
detailed in Chapter 5, in which the types of contaminants, such as microplastics,
organic dyes and pharmaceutical residues, are described and special methods for their
proper removal are detailed along with types of adsorbents, including biosorbents. Still
another important issue for environmental engineering chemistry is pesticides. Chapter
6 is a thorough description of the development and fabrication of special sensors for the
detection of certain pesticides. A detailed presentation of the electrical uses of polymerbased composites is given in Chapter 7, which include photovoltaic materials, solar
cells, energy storage and dielectric applications, light-emitting polymers, and fastcharging batteries. And recent issues relating to food engineering, such as food
ingredient tracing, protein engineering, biosensors and electronic tongues, are
presented in Chapter 8. Finally, polymers used for medical applications are described in
Chapter 9. These applications include drug delivery, tissue engineering, porous
coatings and also the special methods used to fabricate such materials.

The field of environmental engineering is rapidly emerging into a mainstream
engineering discipline. For a long time, environmental engineering has suffered
from the lack of a well-defined identity. At times, the problems faced by
environmental engineers require knowledge in many engineering fields, including
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chemical, civil, sanitary, and mechanical engineering. Increased demand for
undergraduate training in environmental engineering has led to growth in the
number of undergraduate programs offered. Fundamentals of Environmental
Engineering provides an introductory approach that focuses on the basics of this
growing field. This informative reference provides an introduction to
environmental pollutants, basic engineering principles, dimensional analysis,
physical chemistry, mass, and energy and component balances. It also explains
the applications of these ideas to the understanding of key problems in air, water,
and soil pollution.
Environmental Engineering: Principles and Practice iswritten for advanced
undergraduate and first-semester graduatecourses in the subject. The text
provides a clear and conciseunderstanding of the major topic areas facing
environmentalprofessionals. For each topic, the theoretical principles are
introduced,followed by numerous examples illustrating the process
designapproach. Practical, methodical and functional, this exciting newtext
provides knowledge and background, as well as opportunitiesfor application,
through problems and examples that facilitateunderstanding. Students pursuing
the civil and environmental engineeringcurriculum will fi nd this book accessible
and will benefit fromthe emphasis on practical application. The text will also be
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ofinterest to students of chemical and mechanical engineering, whereseveral
environmental concepts are of interest, especially those onwater and wastewater
treatment, air pollution, and sustainability.Practicing engineers will find this book
a valuable resource, sinceit covers the major environmental topics and provides
numerousstep-by-step examples to facilitate learning andproblem-solving.
Environmental Engineering: Principles and Practice offersall the major topics,
with a focus upon: • a robust problem-solving scheme introducing
statisticalanalysis; • example problems with both US and SI units; • water and
wastewater design; • sustainability; • public health. There is also a companion
website with illustrations, problemsand solutions.
A multidisciplinary introduction to sustainable engineering exploring challenges
and solutions through practical examples and exercises.
Environmental Engineering: Fundamentals, Sustainability, Design presents civil
engineers with an introduction to chemistry and biology, through a mass and
energy balance approach. ABET required topics of emerging importance, such
as sustainable and global engineering are also covered. Problems, similar to
those on the FE and PE exams, are integrated at the end of each chapter.
Aligned with the National Academy of Engineering’s focus on managing carbon
and nitrogen, the 2nd edition now includes a section on advanced technologies to
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more effectively reclaim nitrogen and phosphorous. Additionally, readers have
immediate access to web modules, which address a specific topic, such as water
and wastewater treatment. These modules include media rich content such as
animations, audio, video and interactive problem solving, as well as links to
explorations. Civil engineers will gain a global perspective, developing into
innovative leaders in sustainable development.
The book ‘Basic Environmental Engineering and Elementary Biology’ has been
written for the engineering students. It starts with basic concepts of ecology and
concerns on environment. It then discusses how the spiraling rate of population
growth and the requirements of human beings have led to large-scale
deforestation, depletion of the ozone layer, creation of greenhouse effect, acid
rain, smog and environmental pollution. The book equips students to manage
environment-related issues by showing how technology can be used to control
these problems. This well thought-out book on one of the most talked about
issues today, can serve as a ground for future environmentalists. It can also be a
highly useful reference work for those interested in working towards a better and
cleaner environment. Fundamental aspects of environment principles have been
explained in great detail, which can be used to manage environment and restore
nature’s balance.
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This text is well-suited for a course in introductory environmental engineering for
sophomore, or junior level students. The emphasis is on concepts, definitions,
descriptions, and abundant illustrations, rather than on engineering design detail.
Applies the principles of sanitary science and engineering to sanitation and
environmental health. Examines the construction, maintenance, and operation of
sanitation plants and structures. Gives state-of-the-art information on
environmental factors associated with chronic and non-infectious diseases,
environmental engineering planning and impact analysis, waste management
and control, food sanitation, administration of health and sanitation programs,
acid rain, noise control, and campground sanitation. Includes updated and
expanded coverage of alternate on-site sewage disposal. Water reclamation and
re-use, protection of groundwater quality, and control and management of
hazardous waste.
The book is the outcome of Author's experience gained while dealing with the
Manifold aspects of the topics covered both in the teaching as well as in the
practical fields.
Fundamentals of Environmental EngineeringCRC Press
"The authors—a chemical engineer and a civil engineer—have complimented each other in
delivering an introductory text on optimization for engineers of all disciplines. It covers a host of
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topics not normally addressed by other texts. Although introductory in nature, it is a book that
will prove invaluable to me and my staff, and belongs on the shelves of practicing
environmental and chemical engineers. The illustrative examples are outstanding and make
this a unique and special book." —John D. McKenna, Ph.D., Principal, ETS, Inc., Roanoke,
Virginia "The authors have adeptly argued that basic science courses—particularly those
concerned with mathematics—should be taught to engineers by engineers. Also, books adopted
for use in such courses should also be written by engineers. The readers of this book will
acquire an understanding and appreciation of the numerous mathematical methods that are
routinely employed by practicing engineers. Furthermore, this introductory text on optimization
attempts to address a void that exists in college engineering curricula. I recommend this book
without reservation; it is a library ‘must’ for engineers of all disciplines." —Kenneth J. Skipka,
RTP Environmental Associates, Inc., Westbury, NY, USA Introduction to Optimization for
Chemical and Environmental Engineers presents the introductory fundamentals of several
optimization methods with accompanying practical engineering applications. It examines
mathematical optimization calculations common to both environmental and chemical
engineering professionals, with a primary focus on perturbation techniques, search methods,
graphical analysis, analytical methods, linear programming, and more. The book presents
numerous illustrative examples laid out in such a way as to develop the reader’s technical
understanding of optimization, with progressively difficult examples located at the end of each
chapter. This book serves as a training tool for students and industry professionals alike.
FEATURES Examines optimization concepts and methods used by environmental and
chemical engineering practitioners. Presents solutions to real-world scenarios/problems at the
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end of each chapter. Offers a pragmatic approach to the application of mathematical tools to
assist the reader in grasping the role of optimization in engineering problem-solving situations.
Provides numerous illustrative examples. Serves as a text for introductory courses, or as a
training tool forindustry professionals.
The text is written for both Civil and Environmental Engineering students enrolled in
Wastewater Engineering courses, and for Chemical Engineering students enrolled in Unit
Processes or Transport Phenomena courses. It is oriented toward engineering design based
on fundamentals. The presentation allows the instructor to select chapters or parts of chapters
in any sequence desired.
Introduction to Sustainability for Engineers aims to incorporate sustainability into curricula for
undergraduate engineering students. The book starts with an introduction to the concept of
sustainability, outlining core principles for sustainable development to guide engineering
practice and decision making, including key tools aimed at enabling, measuring and
communicating sustainability. It also describes concepts as life cycle assessment,
environmental economics, related institutional architecture and policy framework, business
context of sustainability, and sustainable buildings and infrastructure. Appendices at the end of
the book presents a summary of key concepts, strategies and tools introduced in the main text.
Five Key Benefits: A comprehensive textbook for engineering students to develop competency
in sustainability. Presents a framework for engineers to put sustainability into practice.
Presents the link between sustainability and the design process. It shows the application of a
sustainable engineering design process for putting sustainability into practice. There are well
woven case studies and links to websites for learning in various engineering disciplines.
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Includes challenging exercises at the end of each chapter that will inspire students and
stimulate discussion in the class.
Completely covers the diploma syllabus of various State Boards of Technical Education and
AMIE Section – B for the course in Environmental Engineering.
A complete guide to environmental remediation technologies, techniques, and regulations This
practical resource offers comprehensive coverage of the latest environmental codes alongside
step-by-step remediation procedures. The book features information on all segments of the
market, including water, air quality, and hazardous wastes, and enables you to ensure
compliance with federal regulations. Handbook of Environmental Engineering fully explains
engineering methods and technologies and directly connects them to applicable standards.
You will get details on environmental tools such as sensors and monitoring, toxicity controls
and treatments, and waste disposal. Measurement data, environmental impact assessments,
and real-world examples demonstrate how to apply each technique in the field.
Focused on current environmental problems, their causes, effects, and solutions, this text
explores the basic nature of the natural systems. Using a technical (quantitative) approach unusual for a book at the introductory level - it maintains a broad perspective that appeals to all
students, but at the same time is useful to those proceeding further in environmental or
sanitary engineering. *features unusually broad and balanced coverage of topics: in addition to
the traditional topics of water quality, wastewater treatment, and air pollution, it explains the
root causes of environmental problems and clarifies the relationships between natural systems
and technology. *provides discussions on solid and hazardous wastes, environmental
management, and ethics - topics seldom found in a single text. *offers an authoritative
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perspective on both theory and practice: the authors are world renowned scientists and
engineers with academic and practical experience in environmental matters. *NEW - discusses
the changing role of technology - e.g., preventive technology as an alternative to traditional endof-pipe solutions. *NEW - considers recent data on the causes of environmental proble
This work presents all the major categories of environmental pollution, with coverage of current
topics such as climate change and ozone depletion, risk assessment, indoor air quality, sourcereduction and recycling, and groundwater contamination.

Future scientists, engineers, public health workers face challenges which were
predicted, but certainly not expected to emerge this soon and to the magnitude
presently occurring. The problems and projected solutions in this book cover a broad
spectrum of issues including industrial and domestic solid wastes, air pollution and
associated global warming, noise pollution and safety. Many engineering elements go
into developing solutions to these problems including the need for additional detailed
mapping and surveying, developing improved waste water treatment, including the
development of more eco-friendly process and importance on conservation. Issues
such as environmental assessments now play a most important role in practically all
proposed developments. Old landfills are being mined for fuel, new landfills are
designed to prevent waste materials from migrating to groundwater and new
approaches to waste incineration focus on energy recovery and conversion of waste
materials into usable materials. This text should help engineers and scientists meet the
environmental challenges.
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This book covers the fundamentals of environmental engineering and applications in
water quality, air quality, and hazardous waste management. It begins by describing the
fundamental principles that serve as the foundation of the entire field of environmental
engineering. Readers are then systematically reintroduced to these fundamentals in a
manner that is tailored to the needs of environmental engineers, and that is not too
closely tied to any specific application.
A panel of respected air pollution control educators and practicing professionals
critically survey the both principles and practices underlying control processes, and
illustrate these with a host of detailed design examples for practicing engineers. The
authors discuss the performance, potential, and limitations of the major control
processes-including fabric filtration, cyclones, electrostatic precipitation, wet and dry
scrubbing, and condensation-as a basis for intelligent planning of abatement systems,.
Additional chapters critically examine flare processes, thermal oxidation, catalytic
oxidation, gas-phase activated carbon adsorption, and gas-phase biofiltration. The
contributors detail the Best Available Technologies (BAT) for air pollution control and
provide cost data, examples, theoretical explanations, and engineering methods for the
design, installation, and operation of air pollution process equipment. Methods of
practical design calculation are illustrated by numerous numerical calculations.
A textbook that introduces integrated, sustainable design of urban infrastructures,
drawing on civil engineering, environmental engineering, urban planning, electrical
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engineering, mechanical engineering, and computer science. This textbook introduces
urban infrastructure from an engineering perspective, with an emphasis on
sustainability. Bringing together both fundamental principles and practical knowledge
from civil engineering, environmental engineering, urban planning, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, and computer science, the book transcends
disciplinary boundaries by viewing urban infrastructures as integrated networks. The
text devotes a chapter to each of five engineering systems—electricity, water,
transportation, buildings, and solid waste—covering such topics as fundamentals,
demand, management, technology, and analytical models. Other chapters present a
formal definition of sustainability; discuss population forecasting techniques; offer a
history of urban planning, from the Neolithic era to Kevin Lynch and Jane Jacobs;
define and discuss urban metabolism and infrastructure integration, reviewing system
interdependencies; and describe approaches to urban design that draw on complexity
theory, algorithmic models, and machine learning. Throughout, a hypothetical city state,
Civitas, is used to explain and illustrate the concepts covered. Each chapter includes
working examples and problem sets. An appendix offers tables, diagrams, and
conversion factors. The book can be used in advanced undergraduate and graduate
courses in civil engineering and as a reference for practitioners. It can also be helpful in
preparation for the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) and Principles and Practice of
Engineering (PE) exams.
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This book brings together, and integrates the three principal areas of environmental
engineering water, air, and solid waste management. It introduces a unique approach
by emphasizing the relationship between the principles observed in natural purification
processes and those employed in engineered systems. First, the physical, chemical,
mathematical, and biological principles that define, measure and quantify environmental
quality are described. Next, the processes by which nature assimilates waste material
are discussed and the natural purification processes that form the basis of engineered
systems are detailed. Finally, the engineering principles and practices involved in the
design and operation of environmental engineering works are covered at length. Written
in a lucid style and offering abundant illustrations and problems, the book provides a
treatment of environmental engineering that can be understood by a wide range of
readers.
Introduction to Environmental Engineering, 5/e contains the fundamental science and
engineering principles needed for introductory courses and used as the basis for more
advanced courses in environmental engineering. Updated with latest EPA regulations,
Davis and Cornwell apply the concepts of sustainability and materials and energy
balance as a means of understanding and solving environmental engineering issues.
With over 720 end-of-chapter problems, as well as provocative discussion questions,
and a helpful list of review items found at the end of each chapter, the text is both a
comprehensible and comprehensive tool for any environmental engineering course.
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Standards and Laws are the most current and up-to-date for an environmental
engineering text.
Designed for a first-course in environmental engineering for undergraduate engineering
and postgraduate science students, the book deals with environmental pollution and its
control methodologies. It explains the basic environmental technology - environmental
sanitation, water supply, waste management, air pollution control and other related
issues - and presents a logical and systematic treatment of topics. The book, an
outgrowth of author's long experience in teaching the postgraduate science and
engineering students, is presented in a student-oriented approach. It is interspersed
with solved examples and illustrations to reinforce many of the concepts discussed and
apprise the readers of the current practices in areas of water processing, water
distribution, collection and treatment of domestic sewage and industrial waste water,
and control of air pollution. It emphasizes fundamental concepts and basic appli-cations
of environmental technology for management of environmental problems. Besides
students, the book will be useful to the academia of environmental sciences,
civil/environmental engineering as well as to environmentalists and administrators
working in the field of pollution control.
In Introduction to Environmental Engineering, First Edition, authors Richard Mines and
Laura Lackey explain complicated environmental systems in easy-to-understand terms,
providing numerous examples and an emphasis on current environmental issues such
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as global warming, the failing infrastructure within the United States, risk assessment,
and hazardous waste remediation. KEY TOPICS: Environmental Engineering as a
Profession; Introduction to Environmental Engineering Calculations: Dimensions, Units,
and Conversions; Essential Chemical Concepts; Biological and Ecological Concepts;
Risk Assessment; Design and Modeling of Environmental Systems; Sustainability and
Green Development; Water Quality and Pollution; Water Treatment; Domestic
Wastewater Treatment; Air Pollution; Fundamentals of Hazardous Waste Site
Remediation; Introduction to Solid Waste Management. MARKET: Appropriate for
engineers interested in a comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to environmental
engineering.
Discusses ways to use aerodynamics, landscape design, solar energy, microclimates, and
sustainable manufacturing for ecological or "green" development.
This book covers the syllabi of "Environmental Engineering" and "Public Health Engineering" of
various Indian Universities. The book is recommended in AICTE model curriculum. The book
has been divided in 3 part; namely; Water Supply Engineering; Sewage Engineering and Air
Pollution Engineering. The book is useful for Degree as well as Diploma students and is also
likely to be useful for practising engineers in this field
During the last two decades, the environmental pollution regulations have undergone a vast
change. Attempts have been made to refine the conventional technologies and to develop new
technologies to meet increasingly more stringent environmental quality criteria. The challenge
that one faces today is to meet these stringent requirements in an environmentally acceptable
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and cost effective manner. The present book addresses the application of the state-of-the-art
technology to the solutions to today’s problems in industrial effluent pollution control and
environmental protection. The highlight of this book is the inclusion of the salient features of
process modifications and other important methods and techniques for the minimization of
wastes. The chapter on process modification for waste minimization provides new technical
features and tools, latest technologies and techniques, and other industrial operations.
Besides, the text covers the role of an environmental engineer in the methodology for making
pollution control decisions. KEY FEATURES : Includes numerous self-explanatory tabular and
diagrammatic representations. Presents pollution problems of few chemical and processing
industries. Provides case studies on environmental pollution problems and their prevention.
Analyzes thoroughly the planning and strategies of environmental protection. Designed as a
textbook for the undergraduate students of civil and chemical engineering, this book will also
be useful to the postgraduate students of environmental science and engineering.
Essentials of Environmental Engineering is designed for use in an introductory university
undergrad course. This book introduces environmental engineering as a profession applying
science and math theories to describe and explore the relationship between environmental
science and environmental engineering. Environmental engineers work to sustain human
existence by balancing human needs from impacts on the environment with the natural state of
the environment. In the face of global pollution, diminishing natural resources, increased
population growth (especially in disadvantaged countries), geopolitical warfare, global climate
change (cyclical and/or human-caused), and other environmental problems, it is clear that we
live in a world that is undergoing rapid ecological transformation. Because of these rapid
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changes, the role of environmental engineering has become increasingly prominent. Moreover,
advances in technology have created a broad array of modern environmental issues. To
mitigate these issues, we must capitalize on environmental protection and remediation
opportunities presented by technology. Essentials of Environmental Engineering addresses
these very issues. It was written with the student in mind. Complex topics are explained in an
easy-to understand format and style. Numerous examples are given and chapter review
questions along with solutions are provided in the text.
This comprehensive new edition tackles the multiple aspects of environmental engineering,
from solid waste disposal to air and noise pollution. It places a much-needed emphasis on
fundamental concepts, definitions, and problem-solving while providing updated problems and
discussion questions in each chapter. Introduction to Environmental Engineering also includes
a discussion of environmental legislation along with environmental ethics case studies and
problems to present the legal framework that governs environmental engineering design.
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